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Jean-Pierre Barthelemy and Alain Guenoche, Trees and Proximity Representations 
(Wiley, Chichester, 1991) 238 pages 
Clrayrer 1: Trees. Terminology of graph theory (Graphs. Trees. Coding and representation of trees. 
Minimal spanning tree in a valued graph. Construction of a minimal spanning tree). The concept of X- 
tree (The concept of X-trees. Some examples. Definition of an X-tree. Enumeration of X-trees. Random 
selection of X-trees. Rooted X-trees and hierarchical trees. j’alued X-trees and dendrograms. Tree draw- 
ing). Bibliographical notes (Graphs and trees. X-trees and hierarchical trees. Some remarks on X-trees). 
Chnprer 2: Tree Dismzces. Proximity measures and their representations (Remark5 on proximity 
measures. Pseudo distances and distances. Representations). Our data and their acquisition (The ex- 
perimental data. Acquisition of data). Tree distances (Additive distances on trees and tree distances. The 
four-point condition. Tree distance!, and X-trees. The uniqueness problem). Coding of tree distances and 
degrees of freedom (Posing the problem. The median of three tree vertices. The diagonal order and the 
optilr,dl diagonal code). Approximation by a tree distance: least squares (Mathematical programming 
i,*cthods. Quadratic approximation on a support tree). Three heuristic methods (Quadruple reduction 
~sthod. Method of closest predecessors. Method of dispersion. Applications to Henley’s data). 
Bibliographical notes (Proximity measures and Euclidean representations. Tree distances. Concerning 
the diagonal code). Chapter 3: UIrutnetric and Centroid Distunces. Centroid distances (Definition and 
characterisat; ..I. Some properties ~1 centroid distances. Approximation by a censroid distance). 
Ultrametrics (Definition and chrlracterisation of ultrametrics. Ultrametrics and hierarchical classifica- 
tions. Drawing a dendrogram to represent an ultrametric. Ultrametrics and Euclidean distances. Minimal 
spanning trees dzd ultrametrics. Connected components of threshold graphs. Algorithms for construc- 
ting ultrametrics: single, coinplete, average linkages. Program for ascending hierarchical classification. 
Approximation of a distance index by an ultrametric). Tree distances, centroid distances and ultrametrics 
(Decomposition of a tree distance into the sum of a centroid distance and an ultrametric. Some remarks. 
Use of (r, k)-decompositions to construct the valued tree representing a tree distance (Brassier)). Approx- 
imation by a tree distance using (r.k)-decompositions (Least squares method. A heuristic method: 
method of decomposition. Henley’s data). Bibliographical notes (Centroid distances. Ultrametrics. 
Ascending hierarchical classification algorithms (AHC). Approximation by an ultrumetric. Centroid 
distances, ultrametrics, tree distances and Euclidean distances. Decompositions of a tree distance. The 
complexity of the problem c,f approximating a dissimilarity by an tiltrametrtc or by a centroid distance). 
Chuprer 4: X-tree Topology; Scores and Groupings. Trees and relations (The fundamental relation in 
an X-tree. The case of free, separated X-trees. Equivalence of X-trees). Scores and groupings (Groupings 
and pregroupings relative to a 2-relation. Properties of groupings. The concept of score. Reconstructing 
a tree). Proximities and 2-relations. Grouping algorithms (The 2-relation associated with a pseudo 
distance index. Regrouping algorithms. The ADDTREE method of Sattah and Tversky (1977). The 
methad of groupings. Henley’s data). The scores theorem (Reinterpretation of the concepr of score and 
a generalisation. Arithmetic of scores. The scores theorem). Bibliographical notes (The fundamental rela- 
tion in an X-tree. The concept of grouping. The scores theorem). References. Chprer 5: C’otttbinutoriai 
Description of X-trees. Global description. Buneman’s theory (Trees and splits. The graph associated 
with a complemented family. Some examples. Buneman families. The equivalence of an X-tree and a 
Buneman family. Binary variables. Archaeological data. Enumeration of loca!isations, construction of 
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G(E)). Some applications of Buneman’s construction (Reinterpretation of tree distances. Every tree 
distance is the square of a Euclidean distance. An ordering of X-trees. The concept of compatibility). 
Tree analysis of a set of binary variables (Recognition of Buneman families and tree del:omposition. Tree 
analysis algorithms). Local study: four-point configurations (Local study of X-trees Restrictions and 
configurations. The Z-relation associated with a complemented family. Local characterisation of 
Buneman families). Qualitative invariance (Preliminary remarks. Invariance and stability. The case of 
tree pseudo distances). Bibliographical notes (Buneman theory. Consequencts of Buneman’s theory. 
Analysis of O/ 1 variables. Local description: meaningfulness: non-metric algorithms). Chapter 6: Instead 
of an Ending. Comparison of algorithms (Comparison criteria. Results. Commentary). Rectangular ar- 
ray data (Problem formulation. Characterisation of rectangular tree pseudo distances. Algorithms). 
Some other types of data and representations (Asymmetric proximities. Cubical proximities. Generalised 
trees). 
J.K. Lenstra, A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan and A. Schrijver, eds., History of 
Mathematical Programming, a Collection of Personal Reminiscences (North- 
Holland, Amsterdam, 1991) 141 pages 
The Origins of the Impossibility Theorem (Kenneth J. Arrow). Mathematical Progranming: Journal, 
Society, Recollections (Michel L. Balinski). Linear Prog,-anming (George B. Dantzig). A Glimpse of 
Heaven (Jack Edmonds). Early Integer Programming (Ralph E. Gomory). Linear Progranmting at the 
National Bureau of Standards (Alan J. Hoffman). Growth of Mathematical Programming in Japari 
(Masao Iri). On the Origin of the Hungarian Method (Harold W. Kuhn). Nonlinear Programming: ,I 
His!orical Note (Harold W. Kuhn). Old Stories (Eugene 1,. Lawltr). Mathematical Programming .Mtds- 
ings (Oivi L. Mangasarian). Mathematical Programming at Cornell and CORE: The Super Sevenries 
(George L. Nemhauser). A View of Nonlinear Optimization (M.J.D. Powell). The Origins of Fixed P#jint 
Methods (Herbert E. Scarf). The Development of Nmterical Methods for Nonsmooth Optimizati~m in 
the USSR (Naum Z. Shor). 
H.P. Williams, Model Building in Mathematical Programming, 3rd ed., (Wiley, 
Chichester, 1990) 356 pages 
PART 1: Chapter 1: Introduction. The concept of a model. Mathematicrrl programming models. Chapter 
2: Solving Mathematical Programming Models. The use of computers. Algorithms and packages. Prac- 
tical considerations. Decision support and expert systems. Chapter 3: Building Linear Programming 
Models. The importance of linearity. Defining objectives. Defining constraints. How to build a good 
model. The use of matrix generators and languages. Chapter 4: Structured Linear Prqramming Models. 
hIultiple plant, product, and period models. Decomposing a large model. Using a matrix generator. 
Chtipter 5: Applications and Special Types of Mathematical Prograntn;ing Model, Typical applications. 
Econr!mic models. Network models. Converting linear programmes to networks. Cha,pter 6: lnterpwting 
and Usizg the Wution of a Linear Programming Model. Validating a model. Economic interpretaiions. 
Sensitivitv analysis and the stability of a model. Further investigations using a model. Presentslion of 
the soiutiClls. Chapter 7: Noft-linear models. Typical app!ications. Local and global optima. Separable 
programming. Converting a problem to a separable model. Chapter 8: Integer Programming. Introduc- 
tion. The Epplicability of integer programming. Solving integer programming models. Chapter 9: 
Building Integer Programming Models I. The uses of discrete variz!)les. Logical conditions and zero-one 
